ON THE EQUIVALENCE OF QUADRICS IN w-AFFINE
«-SPACE AND ITS RELATION TO THE EQUIVALENCE OF 2W-POLE NETWORKS*
BY

RICHARD STEVENS BURINGTON

1. Introduction.
The recent work of Cauerf and others f in the study of
equivalent 2m-pole networks has given considerable importance to the matric
study of quadratic forms under the real m-affine non-singular group of linear
transformations
T.
It is the purpose of this paper to exhibit a system of integer, matric, and
algebraic invariants of the matrix A of the w-ary quadratic form F, under
the wz-affine non-singular group of linear transformations
T, by means of
which necessary and sufficient conditions for the ra-affine congruence with
respect to T of two matrices A and B as well as the equivalence of the two
corresponding forms F and G may be given, where the elements of A and T

belong to a field D.
The reduction of A (and F) to canonical forms is indicated, the case where
m = 2 being exhibited in detail, because of its interest in connection with the
4-pole equivalence problem in network theory. The application of these
results to the geometry of the locus F = 0 is also indicated. If m = 0, T is
projective. In case m = \, and the field is real, the results of a previous paperJ
appear, in which the matrix A of the real quadric F was shown to have 4 integer invariants (arithmetic invariants) under the real 1-affine group, which
are sufficient to give a complete separation of quadrics into types.
In the closing paragraph, the relation of the present paper to the theory
of 2m-pole linear electrical networks is discussed. Each invariant of the network matrix A may be given a physical interpretation
and the various theorems of the present paper become theorems relating to the network. So that
this paper deals essentially with the mathematical structure underlying the
theory relating to electrical networks.
2. Invariants. Consider§ the symmetric matrix

(2.1)

A = {au)

•

= 1, • • • , »),

of the quadric
* Presented to the Society, December 27, 1934; received by the editors November 30, 1934.
t See references at end of paper, under (1) and (2).
%See references at end of paper, under (3).
§ See references, under (3).
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(2.2)
under the non-singular

w-affine transformations

(t = 1, • • • , m),

(2.3)

(J = m + 1, • • • , w),

Xj = X bjkx'k

of matrix

0

(2.4)
'm+1

i0

.i • • • bm+1

,
,m

+ o,

n

J TTi+1, m+1

m+1
ft.*,

bnl

where J(T) is the determinant

of T, and where the elements of A and T be-

long to a field jD.
Under T, A becomes

A = T'-A-T,

(2.5)

where T' is the transpose of T.
li ATl.. .r,'\s A with the rh ■ • ■ , rs rows and columns
being all distinct and less than or equal to m, then

(2.6)

Ari...r,

deleted,

the r/s

— TT1...r,-Ari...rt-Tri...r,,

where TV,...,, and Ari...r, are T and 4, respectively, with the ri, • • • , r,
rows and columns deleted. Thus Ary.. .r, is an invariant matrix of 4 under T
in the sense that Zr,...r, can be found either (i) by transforming
and then
deleting the ri, * • • , r, rows and columns, or (ii) by deleting the ru ■ ■ ■ , r,
rows and columns of A and T and then transforming.
Let

the ranks

and

signatures

of ^4ri...r,

be denoted

by pri --r„ o-r,...r„

respectively; the aTl...r, being meaningless if At%.. ■,, cannot be reduced to a
diagonal matrix, or if the field is not ordered.

As is well known,*
* See list of references, under (4).
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Theorem 2.1. Theo, pi, • • • , pr,.. .r, are integer invariants* of A, A u : • • ,
Ar,...r„ respectively, and hence of A and F. If the field D is ordered, the o-r,.. .r,
are integer invariants.

By taking determinants

(2.7)

of (2.6), it follows that

d(Äri...„) = [d(TTl.)]*-d(Ari.),

whence
Theorem

2.2. The d(A), d(A\), ■ • • , d(Ari...r.)

are relative invariants. of

A and F under T.
Likewise, it is easy to show
Theorem

2.3. If rows r\ ■ ■ • rt and columns S\ • • ■stbe deleted from A and

yield A'^W'^; and if Ts,.. .^=1^"',',

be T with the Si • • • st rows and columns

deleted, and T'T,...r, be T' with the t\ • - • ft rows and columns deleted, where all
the Si and r,- are less than or equal to m, then
(2.8)

ATl...Tt = TT,-.-rt'Arl-.-rt'T,l...,i

is an invariant matrix; and (i(4rj;"rj) is a relative invariant of A and F under T.

Since d(Tr,...r)=d(T.l.)=d{T),
Theorem

2.4. If Ri and R2 be any two of the above relative invariants,

(2.9)

then

Iui m Mt/fi

is an absolute invariant of A and F under T.
(In case 7i,2 is indeterminate, recourse may be had to a limiting process
to define and determine /i,2.)
Thus, with each form F, of matrix A, there is associated a set of matric,
integer, relative and absolute invariants.
If the transformation
Ti,... ,4-i.9+i, ■• • ,m is insufficient
to reduce
A,q+i.....m
to a diagonal form, then ^4i,...,3_i,9+i,...,m
is parabolic

and A is q-parabolic.
As in the paper cited under (3) in list of references,
Theorem
that pi...

2.5. A necessary and sufficient condition that A be q-parabolic is

m — pi,...,,_i,5+i,...,m

= 2.

Two matrices A and B in D are said to be m-affine congruent if and only
if there exists a non-singular matrix T of type (2.4) in D such that

A=T'B-T.
* Integer invariants are known as arithmetic invariants in paper (3) in list of references. The
term integer invariant was adopted at the suggestion of Professor Arthur B. Coble.
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3. Reduction to canonical forms. It is known* that there exists a transformation T which reduces F to a form for which A,... m_i becomes (see
paper (3) in list of references for proof)

0

0

0

0

Sm+l 0

0

5m+2

, if V = pi

Sn-1

0

0

0

0

sn

0

0

0

0

1

d

Sm+l 0

0

0

5m+2

m—1 —pi - m 9* 2,

, if f = 2.

i-i
0

ö
0

If the field is real, each positive 5 can be reduced to 1, and each negative S to
— 1. The number of positive 5's in A\.. .m is (pi.. .m+<ri.. .m)/2 and the number of negative 5's is (pi.. .m—oi.. .m)/2, the remaining 5's being zero. If the
field is algebraically closed, each non-zero 5 can be reduced to t. No further
reduction of 4i...m_i
is possible. The parameter amm is an absolute inva-

riant (by Theorem 2.4).
Thus,
Theorem 3.1. Every symmetric matrix Ai...m-X of A with elements in a
field D not of characteristic 2 is m-affine congruent in D with a diagonal matrix
(3.1) if v9*2, and with a parabolic matrix (3.2) if v = 2, the number of non-zero
5's in A i... m being equal to the rank pi.. .m of A i... m.

Theorem 3.2. Every symmetric matrix 4i...m_i
real field R is m-affine congruent in R with a diagonal
with a parabolic matrix (3.2) if v = 2; the number of
+oi.. -m)/2 and the number of negative 5's being (pi..
* See (4) in list of references.
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Theorem 3.3. A necessary and sufficient condition for the m-affine congruence of two matrices A i}■-m-i and Ay\
of the symmetric matrices Aa) and
A<2),whose elements belong to any algebraically closed field, is that these matrices
have the same ranks pi?. .m_i, pi1?.
and p(i2?..m_i, pi2?. .m, respectively, with
v<x)= VV)= 2, and if va), v(2)?*2, that in addition to the above, their parameters

a^l and a®l be identical.
Theorem 3.4. Two matrices Ay}.. m_j and A f ?.. m_i of the symmetric matrices
A(1) and A(2), whose elements belong to a real field R, are m-affine congruent in R
if and only if these matrices have the same ranks and signatures, p??. .m_i, pi?.
erfL.m-i,
tri
and pf...m-y,
pi?..m,
c??--m-i, ff??..», respectively, with

v(d _j,(2) =2; and if p(1), pm9*2, that in addition to the above, their parameters
a^m and a„m be identical.

Theorem 3.5. The quadratic form Fy...m_y of F can be reduced by a nonsingular m-affine transformation to the form
n

(3.3)

ammxj + 2

six*!

if v ?* 2,

and to the form
n

(3.4)
Theorem

2IA+ZW,

if" = 2.

3.6. A necessary and sufficient condition for the m-affine equiva-

lence of two quadratic forms Fi1}.. m_y, Fi... m-\ of forms
and Fl2), with elements in a field D, is that their matrices Ay). .m_i and A®\ ■.m-\ be m-affine con-

gruent.
The classification of quadratics Ff.m-i
can now be made as in paper (3)*
in terms of the parameter amm, and the ranks (and signatures) of Ai.. .m_x.
The above theorems hold, in a like manner, for Ay,g_i,
3+i,..., m.

As an aid to the reduction, in case D is real, it is agreed that the 5's will
be so ordered that all the positive 5's are followed by all the negative 5's and
then by the zero 5's. No loss of generality will result.
Case pi...m = r—m—\.

Suppose

that

5r=

■ • • = 5re= 0 for r^m+l,

is, that Ay...m is of rank (r —m—l). Transformation
• • • , n; asr+bsr-5S = 0, r = \, ■ ■ ■ , m—1, s = m+l,

that

T with &,■,■
= 1,/ = 1,
• ■ ■ , n; 6£r = 0 for

s = l, ■ ■ ■ , m and r = \, ■ ■ ■ , n; ösr = 0 for s = m + l, ■ ■ ■ , n, r = m, ■ ■ ■ , n,

r9*s; reduces A to the forms
* See list of references at end of paper.
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• ■ ' fll,m-l

&m,m—l

■0

[July

din

Gin

&m—l, r,

0

a-m—l,r

Öm-I

&mm

0

0

o

0

0

•••0

0

dr\

■ ■ ■ dr.m-1

0

O-nl ' ' " ßn,m-l

0

0

Jm+1

,n

~cT~

, if "*2,

Sr-l

if v = 2.

«nl

The case where w = 2 will now be considered in detail. (This case is of
interest in the 4-pole equivalence problem.)
Case m = 2; v = pi—pm*2. If öi„^0, transformation
T with
a i„ • x

an
Xl — 012*2

— airXr

~

ai.r+1-

XT+l

Xj — Xj

reduces (3.5), m = 2, to the form
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00

ö~o~ ~s7(3.7)

Ö0
ö~~ö~

0•

0~

0 0
1 0

0

0

0

0

It is easy to show that no further reduction is possible which preserves
this form.
If ai„ = ai,„_1= • • • =ai,n_ib_i = 0, ci,„_*^0, («-£)^r,
(3.5) with m = 2
may be reduced to a form similar to (3.7), whence by a simple transformation

to form (3.7).
If fli„ = • • • = aXr= 0, then A becomes
an

a12 I

I 0

o

Ö21 ^22 I

(3.8)

5

No further reduction is possible.
Case m = 2, v = 2. If ai,„_i5^0, the transformation
=

(—

On/2)

Xl — OuX2 — airXr
—

■ ■ ■ — Oi,n_2Xn-2

— ai,r+lXr+l
+

*„_l

Xj = Xj

— «!„*„),

(J = 1, • • • , n — 2, n),

reduces (3.6), with m = 2, to the form

0

0

0

T

0 ■• • 0 1 0
0 ■• • 0 0

1

0

(3.9)

0 o
1 o
o 1
and no further reduction

is possible.
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If Oi,„_i= • • • =ai,*_i = 0, öifc^O, k}±r, (3.6) may be reduced to a form
similar to (3.9), whence to form (3.9).
Ifai,n_i= • • • =öir = 0, then (3.6), with m = 2, becomes
On

Ö12

021

0

~0

(3.10)

0

0 •••0

oi.

0 •••0 1

Ö

3

ö-lf

0 Ö
I 0„i 1
The transformation
On

x„ = —anxi+xn
0

0 0
~~ö

0
5

(3.11)

reduces
0

•0

Oi„

1

0

0 (f
0

(3.10) to the form

if Oi„ 9* 0,

0

o„i 1

and to the form
ou

0

0 0

0

0

0

"~Ö

1

Ö
, if Oi„ = 0.

(3.12)

0

0

0

1

No further reduction is possible.

Each of the forms (3.7), (3.8), (3.9), (3.11), (3.12) may be subdivided,
in case of the ordered (and real) field, according to the signature of AXi (which
is of rank (r—3)). For each value of r = 3,4, • • ■, (w+1), there corresponds a
set of forms (3.7), • • • , (3.12). By Theorem 2.4, the parameters an, an, a22,
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ai„ are absolute invariants.* It can be shown that the various forms thus obtained cannot be reduced any further with preservation of the invariance of
their forms. The forms thus obtained are called canonical forms. The various
parameters an, • • • , ain may or may not vanish, the conditions for this being
indicated in the following table. The separation into forms can be made according to the ranks (and signatures) of A as indicated.
Classification

of matrix A (and form F) for case m = 2
Table

Pi2= r—3, r=3,
Pi —P12

P2—Pi2

p

Pi

^2
^2
#2
^2
5^2

2
2
^2
5^2
;*2

r-2
r-3
r-2
r-3
r-3

^2
9^2

5*2
^2

r-2
r-2

;*2
^2
^2
2
2
2
2
2

^2
^2
5^2
2
2
2
^2
^2

r-3
r-3
r-2

P2

r-2
r-2
r-2
r-2
r-3
r-3
r-3
r-3

r+1
r
r-1
r
r-1

(r-2)
(r-3)

Each form is subdivided

I

4, • • • , re+1
pi2

r-2
r-2
r-3
r-3
r-2
r-2
r-3
r-3

an

^0
^0
^0
5^0
=0
=0
=0
=0

an

022

^0
^0
=0
=0
5^0
^0
=0
=0

=0
5^0
=0
=0
^0
^0
=0
=0
^0

^0
=0
^0
=0

according to signature

a\n

Form

3.7
3.7
3.8
3.8
3.8
3.8
3.8

(^0)
(^0)

3.8
3.8
3.8
3.9
3.11
3.11
3.12
3.12

of ^12, if the field is real.

Case m = m. The reduction of A to canonical form for the m-afhne case is
done in a manner similar to that used above in the case where m = 2. Reduce
A to the forms for which Ai...m-t assume the canonical forms exhibited
above for m = 2. Continue the reduction by T, as was done above, until no
further reduction of Al . .m_3 can be made. Next, repeat the operations on
A, by means of T, with respect to Ai... m_4, etc., until no further reduction
is possible. In this manner certain canonical forms G, &, • ■ ■for matrix A
are found, with corresponding forms gi, g2, ■ • • for the form F. The following
theorems are evident:
* Suppose r = «+l,

and F belongs to form (3.8). Then

/ - d(Ai)/d(Aa)

= (anS3 ■■ ■ 8r-i5r ■ ■ ■«„)/(«, • • • S_i«, • ■ • 5„).

Note that limj„o /"«». If d(At)/d(Aa) is indeterminate, as is the case when r<»+l,
• • • , define /
to be the limj^o [d{Ai)/d{Aa)]. Similarly, the other parameters an, ■• • , ain may be handled. (See

Theorem 2.4.)
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Theorem 3.7. The matrix A of F can be reduced by a non-singular m-affine
transformation to one of the forms G, G, • • • , according to the ranks (and signatures in real field) of the invariant matrices of A, with corresponding canonical
forms gi, gi, • • ■for F, as indicated in Table I. In case m = 2 these forms are
i—i
fl = Ö22«22+ 2XiXn + E Mi2 >
1-3
r-l

/2 = anxi* + lauXxXi + a22x22 + X Mi* >
i-3
r-l

f3 = 2xixn-! + 2x2xn + 2 SjXj2,
1-3

r-l

f4 = anx?

+ 2alnxixn + 2x2xn + E

,

1-3
r-l

fi = anx? + 2x2x„ + 2 8,x,2 .
j-3

Theorem
3.8. A necessary and sufficient condition for the m-affine congruence of two matrices Aw and A{2) whose elements belong to the real field is
that their invariant matrices have the same ranks and signatures, p(1), pi(1), • • • ,
<Ti2(1),• • • and p(2>, pi<2), • ■ • , o-i2(2),• • • , respectively; and that their parameters (in case they appear in the canonical form dictated by the ranks named
above) ana),

fli2(1>, Ö22a), ain(1), • • • and <zn<2), ai2(2), <i22<2),ain<2), • ■ ■ be iden-

tical. If the elements of Am and Am belong to an algebraically
above holds without the signatures.

closed field, the

Theorem 3.9. A necessary and sufficient condition for the m-affine equivalence of quadratic forms
and F{2), with elements in a field, is that their matrices A(1) and A(2) be m-affine congruent in that field.

Theorems similar to Theorems 3.7, 3.8, 3.9 hold for any invariant

matrix

of A; e.g., Theorems 3.1 to 3.6.
4. Application to the locus F = 0. In a manner similar to that given in
paper (3),* a classification of locus F = 0 can be made, the numerical value
of the signature being used instead of the signature in case the field is real.
With the various interpretations
that can be placed upon the transformation
T, a geometric study of the quadrics can be made.
5. Relation to the theory of linear networks. Consider a linear network
of a finite number n of meshes. Let Rst, Lst, Dit, S9*t (real numbers) be the
mutual circuit parameters (the resistance, [inductance and elastance, respec* See list of references at end of paper.
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tively), between mesh s and mesh t; and Rss, Lss, Dss the total circuit parameters of mesh s. If Iu ■ ■ ■ , Im be the (complex numbers) currents through
the m-terminal pairs of 2w-poles and Ei, • • • , Em (complex numbers) be the

corresponding electromotive forces, subject to the restriction that the currents through the terminals be linearly independent, and if 73 be the current
in 7th mesh, then the Kirchoff equations of the network may be written

(5.1)

A(I) = (E),

where (7) = (7i, • • • , 7„) and (E) = (Ei, ■ ■ ■ Em, 0, • • • , 0) are column matrices and A = (aBt) is the network matrix, with

(5.2)

a.t = R,t + L,t\ + D.tX-1,

and X=«o, #■* —1, the "imaginary frequency parameter."
The total power loss, instantaneous magnetic energy and electrostatic energy for the complete network are given by the (symmetric) quadratic forms

(5.3)

<K= jZRik Ij-Ik,
/.*

hjlLjk

IrIk,

V=

i,k

hi,Djk-QrQk,
itk

where Q, is the instantaneous
charge in mesh /, 7, is the corresponding
rent, and Ljk = Lkj, Dik = Dkj, R,k = Rkj.

cur-

The pencil of forms
(5.4)

<^r = H + 2^X + 2DX-1

has the (energy) matrix

(5.5)

A = R + LX + DX-1.

Thus the energy matrix is identical

with the network

matrix A of sys-

tem (5.1).
If d(A) 9*0, that is, A is of rank n, (5.1) may be solved for the currents

(5.6)

(I)=A->(E).

Let (7)m and (72)m denote (7) and (£), respectively, with all but the first
m rows and columns deleted. If Y = (Y3t) be A-1 with all but the first m rows
and columns deleted, then

(5.7)

(7)m = Y(E)m.

Cauer has called Y a characteristic coefficient matrix of the network A. Two
2m-pole linear networks are equivalent if, for all frequencies (w = —\i), they
have equal characteristic coefficient matrices F(X) (or Z(\)); i.e., for all w,
they have equal electrical characteristics.
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To each 2w-pole linear network of matrix A, there corresponds a set of
equivalent networks (1)* whose matrices (3)* may be obtained one from the
other by a non-singular linear transformation
(5)* of matrix T. If the drivingpoint currents (and charges) across the terminal pairs in meshes 1, • • • , m
be left invariant, T is w-affine.
It is evident that the methods and results given in the earlier parts of
this paper are available for use in the study of linear networks (3).*

By Theorem 2.4, the elements of F

(5.8)

Y„ = d(At')/d(A)

(s, t = 1, • ■• ,«»)

are absolute invariants of A (and F) under non-singular m-affine linear transformations of matrix T. Yst, S9*t, is the short circuit transfer admittance between terminal pairs s and / and Yes is the short circuit driving point admittance at terminal pairs s. In fact, F is an absolutely invariant matrix of A
(and F) under T. The ranks of A, A t", Y are integer invariants. The rank of
A-1 is the number of linearly independent mesh currents; the rank of F, the
number of linearly independent driving-point currents.
In view of the assumption made upon the independence of currents
11, • • • , Im, the rank of F must equal m. Whence (5.7) gives
(5.9)

(E)m=Z(I)m

where

(5.10)

Z = (*.,) = 7-!

(s,t = l,--

- , m).

Z is also known as a characteristic coefficient matrix of the network.
Equation (5.9) may also be obtained from (5.1) by eliminating the inner
currents Im+i, ■••,/„,
provided the rank of A\.. .m is (n —m), in which case
Im+i, • ■ ■ , In are linear functions of 1%, • ■ •, Im. The number of linearly independent inner mesh currents is equal to the rank of Ai.. .m.
Evidently, each zs, is an absolute invariant of A, whence Z is an absolutely
invariant matrix of A. In fact, zst, Sr*t,is the open circuit transfer impedance
between terminal pairs s and /; and zss the open circuit driving point impedance at terminal pairs s. The rank of Z is equal to the number of linearly independent e.m.f.'s imposed across the terminal pairs 1, • • ■ , m.
The various invariant matrices and their several invariants may be given
physical interpretations.
For example, Akk (k^m) is the matrix of the network derived from a network of matrix A by removing the imposed e.m.f.
in mesh k and leaving the circuit open across terminal pairs k; i.e., the network matrix corresponding to the original network with mesh k removed.
* Numbers refer to list of references at end of paper.
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A kk(k > m) is the network matrix derived from A upon removing mesh k from
the original network.
If the terminal pairs in mesh k are shorted, k^m, the network becomes
a 2(m— l)-pole network and the corresponding mathematical theory is that
of (m—l)-affine w-space, provided Ik is no longer held invariant. If mesh
k(k>m) be opened and an e.m.f. inserted, this increases the number of pole
pairs by one and the mathematical
theory becomes that of (m+l)-affine
w-space.
If in addition to the invariance of the currents through terminal pairs
1, • • • , m, it is required to preserve the invariance of the current in an inner
mesh k(k>m), a restriction on T is imposed which dictates the theory used
for (w+1)-affine w-space.
The various theorems given in the earlier part of this paper may be interpreted physically. For example, Theorem 3.6 may be interpreted as a theorem
on the equivalence of two networks with one type of circuit parameter. The
various canonical forms may be interpreted
in terms of canonical network
forms and the parameters appearing therein interpreted in terms of circuit
parameters. The detailed treatment of the 2-affine case given above should
be of particular interest because of the importance of 4-pole networks.
Two networks may be "equivalent" and yet one or both of them may not
be physically realizable. Necessary and sufficient conditions for the physical
realizability of a network corresponding to forms (5.3), in the case of networks containing but two types of circuit parameters, have been discussed
by Cauer. The forms (5.3) used in existing theory have been positive definite
because the networks considered have been passive. Other restrictions such as
2 Ii?n I ^Ej=i I Pi/1 are necessitated by the nature of the physical problem.
Should some future development occur that would make the study of
non-passive circuits desirable, the generalizations of this paper are applicable.
It is evident that two 2m-pole networks with a different number of
meshes, of numbers p and q respectively, may be equivalent. The theory corresponding to this situation is really that of one quadric in ^-space embedded
in a ff-space. The theorems of this paper include this possibility.
In conclusion, it should be noted that this paper deals essentially with
the mathematical structure underlying the theory relating to electrical networks.
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